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21 Introduction

Tools and methods that transform higher
level formalisms
into logical database
designs become very important. Rarely if
ever do these transformations
take into
constraints
account
integrity
existing
in the “conceptual”
model. Yet these
become essential
if one is forced to
introduce
redundancies
for reasons of
efficiency.
We therefore
e.g.
query
adopted the Binary Relationship Model (or
“NIAM”) that is rich in constraints
and
tool,
RIDL”,
that
built
a flexible
captures
NIAM
semantic
graphically
them
and
networks,
analyzes
then
transforms
them into relational
designs
(normalized
or not), under the control
of a database engineer assisted by a
rule base. This is made possible by a
of a new,
rule-driven
implementation
synthesis
process, and its
stepwise
illustrated
by
its
are
benefits
RIDL’ is
treatment
of e.g. subtypes.
operational
at several industrial
sites
in Europe and the U.S. on sizeable
database projects.

Methodologies,
or combinations
of them,
well-supported
by software tools become
rather a necessity when dealing with the
development
of large relational-based
systems. It is essential
that such a
methodology
be based
on a formal
specification
mechanism
that
allows
integrity
rule definition
and
extensive
partial
design prototyping,
so that at
early stages (partial)
specifications
of
the system can already be checked for
correctness
consistency
in
and
the
ability
of
large. Also, the abstraction
the formalism is paramount in determining
its usability
as specification
vehicle.
When concentrating
on database design
(there is also the issue of application
design), we therefore
need a language
which is more conceptual in nature, has
more abstraction
capabilities
than the
relational
model, and is richer in the
constraints.
area
of
integrity
The
relational
model
in
present
its
nearly
implementations
completely
ignores the semantics of the data, and
consequently
this semantics must then in
into
the
principle
be hand-crafted
database’s application
programs. Usually
in the form of ad-hoc
this happens
constraint
checks, transaction
procedures
and other hacker’s
delights.
Database
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design often starts out too early from
“rough”, application-inspired
aggregations
of data which then must be made into
more correct
ones using decomposition
(normalization)
rules, a technique
that
still leaves a lot to the intuition
of
the database engineer.

well-known
hypothetical
database system
supporting the organization of conferences
taken from the literature
and known as
the “CRIS-case” 1161.
--2. The Binary

Relationshi@

Descriptions
of the
several
forms in the

As specification
formalism
we have
adopted the Binary Relationship
Model
(BRM) (1974). It is somewhat related to
the Functional
Data Model 1111. In the
BRM all
relationships
are expressed
between exactly two object types either
as “fact types” or as “sublink
types”.
The meta-concept
object type allows to
make the abstraction
from individuals
while
the sublink
type supports
the
inheritance
mechanism also known from
object oriented
languages such as e.g.
Fact
types
are
used
to
Smalltalk.
express aggregation,
general
relationships
etc..
Additionally,
the
BRM
issue
of
explicitly
addresses
the
constraints.
The name “NIAM” (Nijssen
Information
Analysis
Method
[20],1141,[21])
refers
to the
notation
most often associated with the BRM; we
give a condensed description
of it in
section 2.

151, 191, 1121, I141,

B11,

--Model

(BRM)

BRM appear
in
literature
([2Oj,
a..).

Its main characteristics
are:
- objects
into
object
are
classified
types, there is an explicit distinction
between
“non-lexical”
and “lexical”
objects, the latter standing for strings
or numbers in the universe of discourse;
- all information
is stored
as link,
called
fact
instance
involving
two
object types;
- (non-lexical)
object
types
may be
organized into subtypes (e.g. because
of additional
fact properties)
using
sublink types;
- it
supports
the
specification
of
constraints
using e.g., some functional
language (1201, 1131, IS],... 1.
We adopt the “NIAM” graphical
a NOLOT -object ‘I’ype)

0

In this paper we describe a software
workbench, named RIDL” and in particularly
its engineering method. The workbench is
based on the BRM and supports
the
activities
related
to the specification,
design
and generation
of large
and
complex
(relational)
databases.
The
relational
designs are generated
from
the conceptual database design (expressed
in the BRM) using synthesis.
The synthesis method for constructing
a
relational
database
from
a (binary)
conceptual design becomes quite complex
if one wants to provide the flexibility
needed for the design of large database
systems. In this paper we concentrate on
of the RIDL’
this
important
aspect
system. A short overview of the RIDL’
system is given in section 3. (A much
more extensive description,
however not
including
the aspects covered in this
paper, can be found in 171). Snapshots
of RIDL*‘s operation
are given, taken
from the screen of an Apollo workstation
the software
is currently
on which
The overall
example is a
available.

/-‘1
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\
\
\ k-r ,I
I

notation

:

(En-Lexical

a &OJ -(Lexical
object
Type). A LOT may be involved
in one fact type only, with a
NOLOT.

\

a LOT-NOLOT. Sometimes for
notational
convenience,
for a
0x /
particular
object type we
explicitly
might not care to represent
the distinction
between its non-lexical
entities and their lexical representation.

0=--o

-

a fact type.

The “boxes” are called roles Each fact
type involves exactly twoobject
types
(which may be the same).

sublink
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types

The above is not a formal description
of
the BRM. For such we refer to the
literature
e.g. see [5].

The
subtype
occurrences
implicitly
inherit
all properties
of the supertype.
Subtypes need not be disjoint;
not all
of a NOLOT’s occurrences need be in one
of its subtypes.

& The RIDL* system
Functionali
ties.

Constraints are named n-place predicates
with variables
ranging over the chosen
object types and some generic lexical
integer,
object types such as string,
Certain
constraint
real,
etc..
types
occur so frequently and are so fundamental
that they have a graphical representation
as well. We only introduce the constraint
types used in the example schemas:

m

identifier

constraint
The architecture
of the RIDL” system is
presented in figure 1. This displays the
three major modules of the system; the
RIDL-G module (the conceptual
design
interface),
RIDL-A
module
(the
the
validation module) and the -I_
RIDL-M module
(the
relational
database
generation
module).
We introduce
each of these modules
successively.

It states that each instance of an object
type should participate
in a given role
and is represented by a “V” sign.
exclusion

It expresses the mutually
number of subtypes.

ad

The
RIDL’
approach
to
capturing
information
system specification
starts
with
the information
analysis
phase.
Actual knowledge acquisition
about the
application
domain
typically
precedes
this. Although a module RIDL-F assisting
this
activity
is
currently
under
development,
we shall not discuss this
here.

Simple functional
dependency, it is drawn
as a line over the key role.
n
n
total role constraint

0
00

= Architecture

constraint

exclusion

3.1. RIDL-G.
graphical
RIDL-G
is
an interactive
module which assists the development of
binary conceptual
schemas
and provides
supporting
documentation
features. It is
a typical
graphical
tool with windows,
(pop up-Imenus, icons, mouse and full

of a

DB
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I.

graphical
editing.
Figure
picture of RIDL-G in action.

2

shows

a

The binary conceptual. schemas developed
with RIDL-G are stored in RIDL”s own
It may contain
several
meta-database.
schemas.
Its
independent
conceptual
implement.ation
is a relational
database,
and its design is partly “open”, meaning
that a comprehensive set
of views is available to the RIDL* user
to allow him to prepare his own style of
metadata-dictionary
and
query
information
for use in his particular
project environment.
3.2. RIDL-A.
At each stage of the database engineering
schemas may be
project
the binary
checked for validity,
completeness and
consistency
using RIDL-A, the analyzer
module.
RIDL-A
performs
4 specific
functions:
1. It verifies
the correctness
of the
schema according to the rules of the BRM.
Certain rules of the BRM are enforced by
RIDL-G as the schema is constructed,
the
others are checked on demand.
2. It determines whether the binary
schema contains
all necessary concepts
to be a complete description.
3. It verifies the consistency of the
set-algebraic
constraints
defined on the
populations of roles and object types.
4. It detects non-referable
object types

figure
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in the conceptual
schema, i.e. object
types for which it is not possible to
refer uniquely and unambiguously
(oneto-one)
to all of their instances.
This
one-to-one
property should be inferable
from constraints
in the binary schema.
This condition
is needed because the
values that will be stored in the
(relational)
database
will be “lexical”
and thus we need to be guaranteed of a
lexical
representation-(type)
for each
non-lexical
object(-type).
3.3. RIDL-M.
The kernel of the RIDL” system and subject
of this paper is the RIDL-M module. The
“M” stands for Mapper. It takes all or
part of the binary schema and generates
a relational
data schema, with additional
for
cons train t
specifications
the
semantics given in the binary conceptual
schema. Since most RDBMSs at this moment
support
constraints
poorly,
if at all
except for unique indexes (keys) and/or
NOT-NULL
conditions,
these generated
formal
constraint
specifications
may
have to find their way into the eventual
application
designs “by hand”.
RIDL-M also maintains
extensive
and
precise
maps
(in
both
directions)
allowing
the application
programmer to
go back and forth between the conceptual
schema and the relational
schema

2.

generated from it. As such they are nearly
indispensable
tools for the application
designers: they describe how the modeling
concepts from the application
domain
the
implementation
translate
into
language of the RDBMS, and vice versa.

1: Construct
a relation for each
NOLOT by grouping
all functionally
dependent
roles for the NOLOT as
attributes
in one relation.
step 2: For each subtype NOLOT add an
extra
attribute
referring
to
a
to the
supertype
of this
subtype
constructed
relation. This is needed to
later express referential
integrity
for
this subtype.
step 3: For each many-to-many
fact type,
separate
create
a
relation
only
consisting
of two attributes,
one for
each role.
s&?~ 4: Replace non-lexical
attributes
(attributes
derived from NOLOT-roles)
by one of the lexical representation
types of the NOLOT from which they are
derived. Care has to be taken that the
constraints
necessary
foreign
key
still can be expressed (i.e. relate to
compatible domains).
step 2: Add additional
constraints
according
to the constraints
of the
binary schema (this is not as easy as
it sounds).
step

Figure 3 gives an illustration
of RIDLM. The leftmost window at the top of the
screen shows RIDL-M’s user interface.
Windows, buttons and pop-up menus are
used to control the generation
process.
A more elaborate description of RIDL-M and
its underlying
principles
are given in
the next section.
4. The RIDL’
---

mapper

construct
a
Several
algorithms
to
relational
schema from a conceptual
schema or semantical network are already
proposed in the literature
(e.g. for the
BRM [5] [17], entity-relationship
model
[2] [18], functional
model Ill]).
These
algorithms mostly have common underlying
principles which are basically simple and
straightforward.
As an example we sketch
algorithm
to transform
a
the naive
binary schema into a relational
schema.
We presume the binary schema to be
correct and complete according
to the
rules of the BRM (as ascertained
by
RIDL-A).

It can be shown that in the absence of
which express functional
or
constraints
multivalued
dependencies in a procedural
always yields a
fashion, this algorithm
relational
schema in fifth normal form.
For most “mapping” algorithms in the
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3.

4.1. Principles
--

literature
indeed the main concern is
with
a proof
that
the
generated
relational
schema satisfies
some normal
form and that the algorithms
preserves
some of the essential
properties
(like
and
the
dependency
the
functional
referentially
integrity
property)
of the
conceptual schema.
However, past experience learns us that
for real-life
database engineering
these
algorithms
and the tools implementing
them are poorly suited. For example, the
derived
by
smaller
tables
many
joined
normalization
have
to
be
dynamically
which
may result
in an
unacceptable
increase of I/O consumption
Other
problems
are
due
to
(81.
undocumented
decisions or a choice of
grouping
strategy
which
may prove
inconvenient
in the (already
existing)
application
environment.
Furthermore,
constraints
considered
as first
often
class
citizens
in
the
conceptual
modelling seem to become pariahs during
the transformation
process. Only
constraint
types with a corresponding
constraint
type in the relational
model
functional
dependency,
foreign
(e.g.
keys) are conserved.
In addition,
the
cross-link
between the conceptual
and
the relational
schema is left to the
intuition
of the application
programmer.
Name conventions
used for relations and
attributes
are often the only guiding
result
in
a
principle.
This
may
misunderstanding
of the structure
of the
generated schema and a consequent misuse
of it, thus losing a great deal of the
benefits
gained
by
the
conceptual
modelling.

Underlying
--

RIDL-M.

In RIDL-M the generation of a relational
database schema from a conceptual schema
is based on database schema transformation
theory 1221.
We have adopt a model-theoretic
view of
databases.
We represent
a database
schema as a logical theory and view the
models of the theory
as representing
universe
of
possible
states
of the
discourse.
We use the notation -I__STATE(S) to denote
the set of all possible
models of a
database schema (or theory) S and we use
the term database
state
for such a
model.
Definition
1.
Given two database schemas S1 and SZ,
a schema transformation
from S1 into SZ
is defined as a mapping
g : STATES&) -> STATES&)
such that, given a database state of Sl
one and only one database state for SZ is
obtained.
S1 and S2 need not be schemas using t.hc
same type of formalism.
E.g. for our
purposes
Sl is a database
schema
expressed in the BRM while SZ is the
“corresponding”
data schema expressed in
the Relational Model (RM).
In most cases, schema transformations
are used to provide
different
views
conceptual
view,
different
(e.g.
relational
views) on a database. In that
case
only one of the two databases
schemas has a physical representation
and
a schema transformation
is used to
generate
the “virtual”
database
state
(the view)
from the “base” database
state. However, there is no reason to
restrict,
this
to transformations
from
“base”
to “virtual”
databases.
When
dealing
with update
specifications
on
virtual
with
data
databases
or
translations
between different
databases
we also have to consider the inverse
mapping to assure to be able to go back
and forth between the two databases.

We have taken an essentially
different
starting
point. Instead of being merely
activity
of
concerned
about
the
normalization
we have developed a method
and a tool that with the assistance of a
rule base and the expertise
of the
database
engineer
generates
a more
optimal data schema from the viewpoint
environment,
and
of the
application
therefore
not even necessarily
in third
normal form. To guarantee
control ovei
this (much more) complex process and the
redundancies
it may introduces
in the
data schema we needed to develop a set
of formal methods and foundations.

Definition
2.
A schema transformation
g from S1 into
S2
is lossless
if g is one:to-one
(bijection).
In this case S1 and SZ are said to be
state equivalent.
423

Requiring a transformation
g : Sl -> S2
to be one-to-one
implies that it should
not be possible to have a database state
for S2 without
a unique corresponding
database
state
for
Sl,
hence
the
definition
state equivalence.
It is important
to note that
state
equivalence
does not imply that both
schemas have the same semantical power.
As an example a binary schema containing
sublinks
can be transformed
into
a
state-equivalent
binary schema without
sublinks (see figure 4). It can be shown
easily that this last schema expresses
less semantics than the original one.

flexibility
required
for
a database
engineering
tool and it would be very
hard to prove the losslessness
of this
transformation.
Therefore
we
have
defined this schema transformation
as the
composition
of a number of very basic
schema
transformations.
basic
These
schema
transformations
are
quite
elementary and therefore it is easier to
prove their losslessness.
The basic schema transformations
used
can be divided into three kinds: binary
to binary,
binary
to relational,
and
relational
to
relational.
The
transformations
of the first
kind are
used to convert a binary schema into its
most canonical
form. They
eliminate
superfluous
definitions,
reduce
constraints
to their canonical form and
replace non-elementary
concepts by their
definitions.
The transformations
of the
second kind transform
such a canonical
binary schema into a “binary” relational
schema and the transformations
of the
third
kind are used to “sculpt”
this
relational
schema. An example transformation
of this last kind is the well
known
projection/join
transformation
used to obtain relations in third normal
form or conversely to combine relations
into
one relation
1181. The lossless
rules of this transformation
include a
multivalue
dependency for the projection
transformation
and an attribute
equality
constraint
the
inverse
join
for
transformation.

s2I (R )

B
u

B
u

Sl and S2 are state equivalent
figure 4.
In general, schema transformations
from
the BRM to the RM are not one-to-one.
This is because the two models do not
have the same expressive power. Either
we need to restrict
the class of binary
schemas which can be transformed into a
state equivalent
relational
schema, or
we need to extend the RM with additional
constraint
types. These constraint
types
are needed firstly
to express in the
constraints
relational
schema
the
defined in the BRM schema and secondly to
losslessness
of
the
state
the
The constraints
which
transformation.
losslessness
of
the
assure
the
transformation
are called the lossless
rules of the transformation.
Naturally,
we have chosen to extend the RM. We
generate the necessary constraints
in a
pseudo-SQL or using SQL2 1101 such that
an application
programmer may be able to
database
them
into
the
incorporate
applications
in order to achieve state
of the relational
schema
equivalency
with its BRM definition.

There is an important advantage to this
transformation
composition technique. We
are now able to “drive” the composition
of these basic transformations
by rules
specified
externally
to the algorithm.
In
this
external
control
may
way
ultimately
influence
the transformation
limitations.
nearly
without
process
Currently
a limited
number of these
rules are built in and externalized
as
available
to the
options
or choices
database engineer e.g. the treatment
of
null-values.
These options are explained
in more detail in section 4.2.
In a later
implementat.ion
these rule
specifications
may in part be extracted
requirements
and
from
functional
process specifications
obtained
through
suitable
tools (RIDL-F,
RIDL-PJ which

Defining the transformation
from a BRM
schema to a RM schema as a “monolithic”
is not very
algorithm
transformation
achieve
the
would
not
useful:
it
424

are currently
under development.
For
example, query information
can be used
to steer the mapping towards limited denormalization
whereas
right
now the
database engineer has to infer the correct
RIDL-M controls from his own knowledge.

are currently under development.
Because of space limitations
we only
explain the first two mapping options.
4.2.1. -___~
The null value options.
The null
value
option
controls
the
admissibility
of
null
values
in
attributes.
By default,
null values are
inadmissible
in attributes
which
are
part of the primary key of a relation
(the
“Entity
Integrity
Rule”
of the
relational
model 141). In the remaining
attributes,
null values may be admissible
depending
on constraints
specified
in
the binary schema.
alternative
The
option,
“NULL
NOT
ALLOWED” is a very restrictive
one; none
of the attributes
should
allow
null
values. This implies that according to the
constraints
of the binary
schema the
fact
will
be
into
grouped
types
relations in such a way that null values
are not needed. As a consequence,
a
large number of small tables will in
general be generated.

Meta Database

5?
Transformation
Engine

6

-G3
Transformation

Rule Base

figure

5.

The option “NULL NOT IN KEYS”, restricts
admissibility
of null
the
values
to
attributes
not part of a primary or a
candidate key.

This RIDL-M architecture
is illustrated
in figure
5. The transformation
base
contains the basic schema transformations,
the rule base contains the rules which
together with the user mapping options
The
the transformation
engine.
drive
meta database contains the schema to be
transformed.

The last alternative,
“NULL ALLOWED”, as
a matter of fact allows the database
violate
earlier
engineer
to
the
“Entity
Integrity
Rule”. The
mentioned
this
reason why we have introduced
is
following.
Some
possibility
the
NOLOTS may only have a non-homogenous
representation
lexical
The
type.
entities
of
such
a
NOLOT
are
distinguishable
but there is no overall
identification
function
that
unique
applies to all of them. This means in
turn
that there is no “primary
key”
concept
for these
entities.
However,
there will be two or more candidate keys
and for each given entity of the NOLOT at
least one of them will act as primary
key. To keep information
on such a nonhomogenously referencible NOLO?’ into one
relation (rather than possibly introducing
redundancy by duplicating this information
into two or more relations),
we have to
allow null values in the “primary keys”.
some relational
database
Furthermore
values
also
in
allow
null
systems
primary
hey attributes
(ORACLE is an

The basic schema transformations
and the
proof of their correctness will be given
in forthcoming work.
4.2. The mapping options.
section
4.1
in
the
explained
As
transformation
process can be influenced
by the database engineer. This can be
done by exercising a number of “mapping
that trigger
the rules which
options”
influence
the mapping process. These
mapping options include :
1. control on the admissibility
of null
values in attributes,
2. the mapping of sublink types,
3. the choice of different
lexical
representations
for a NOLOT,
4. the decision whether to combine
tables,
5. when and how to omit certain tables.
Mapping options to control denormalization
425

example).
4.2.2. The sublink mapping options
A sublink
mapping option controls
the
transformation
of the sublink types of the
binary schema. By default the (identified)
fact types defined on the subtype of a
sublink
are grouped
into
one
type
called
the sub-relation
relation,
and
those defined on the supertype
of the
sublink
are
grouped
into
another
relation,
called the super-relation.
The
sublink type is expressed by means of a
foreign
key, linking
the primary key or
a candidate key of this sub-relation
to
a primary
key in the super-relation.
This
default
option
is the
and is
announced as “SUBOT & SUPOT SEPARATE”.

of-submission

I

c

I

\

\

I’ ‘-‘“.... .,

comprising

L _ z ‘Paper-ProgranId

figure
The sublink
mapping option “SUBOT &
SUPOT TOGETHER” groups all (identified)
fact types defined on the subtype as
well as those on the supertype into one
relation.
This sublink
mapping option
permits to perform stronger
typing
on
the conceptual schema without needlessly
compromising the efficiency requirements.
Indeed the default
sublink
mapping in
general results
in a larger number of
relations
with only a few attributes.
Therefore more dynamic joins might be
needed.

6.

Below
are
four
state
equivalent
(normalized)
relational
schemas for the
binary given given in figure 6. They are
generated using different mapping option
combinations.
Other
alternatives
are
possible as well. We use a straightforward
graphical representation
for a relational
schema. Attributes
allowing null values
have their
name between brackets.
A
primary key is indicated by a full line,
a candidated key by a dotted line and a
foreign
key by an arrow.
Additional
constraints
are given using SQL2 syntax
1101.

The third sublink mapping alternative
is
called “SUBOT INDICATOR FOR SUPOT”. This
option groups fact types like for the
default
option,
but causes an extra
attribute
(called an indicator
attribute)
to be added to the relation derived for
the value in a given
the supertype;
attribute
is
tuple
(row)
of
this
supposed to indicate whether the tuple
corresponds
to a tuple
in the subrelation
or
not.
By
adding
this
redundancy
of a
indicator
attribute,
is
introduced,
“procedural”
kind
presumably
for the benefit
of query
To control
bhis redundancy
efficiency.
RIDL-M generates
extra constraints.
If
the target DBMS does not support these
constraints
then an SQL-like
statement,
is added. (For an example, see below.)

Alternative 1.
Paper
Paper-Id Title-of

[Date-of-Submission]

Paper-Programld

Paper-Id

Session-comprising [Persongresenting]

Alternative 2.
Paper
Paper-Id Title-of

The selected
sublink
mapping
option
holds for all the sublink types of the
binary schema, but may be overridden for
chosen individual
sublink types.

[Date-of-Submission]

Is-Invited-Paper

kProgramPaPer

lkiiiih

I -

Paper Programld

426

I -IL-I

Paper Id Session compnsmg [Persongresenting]

EQUALITYVIEW CONSTRAINT:
( SELECTPaper-Id
FROMProgram-Paper
1
IS EQUALTO
( SELECTPaper-Id
FROMPaper
WHERE( Is-Program-PaperIS TRUE)
I

definition
in the SQL2 (draft) standard
[lo].
Syntaxes
for SYBASE and other
RDBMSs are in the works.
Below is a fragment of a generated SQL2
schema definition
for the binary schema
of figure
6. Notice
the
additional
semantics, given in an SQL-like fashion,
which express the constraints
specified
in the conceptual schema. They are added
as comment lines because (even) the SQL2
does not
standard
currently
support
these type of constraints.

Alternative 3.
Paper
Paper-Id Title-of [Date-of-Submission] Is-Invited-Paper [Paper-ProgramId]

----

++++++++++++c++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
TABLE Proqrmm~P*p8~
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

---

_____________-__________________________-----------------

Proaram Paper
Paper-Programld Session-comprising[Person-presenting]

EQUALITY VIEW CONSTRAINT:
( SELECTPaper-Programld
FROMProgram-Paper
1
IS EQUALTO
( SELECTPaper-Programld
FROMPaper
WHERE( Paper-ProgramldIS NOT NULL)
)

vimt con.tr.int.
POX Tabh Program
-- -------------------------------------------=-------------

-- BWJALITY VIX" ems-2
:
-f SEIZCT Pqmr_PrcqramId
PROMPmgmm-P.pw
--I
-TS EQOAL TO
-, S1I.zCT P.-r-ProgramId-T.

Alternative 4.
Paper
Paper-Id Title-of

P.pw

-----

[Date-of-Submission] Is-Invited-Paper [Paper-Programld]

PROM P.pm
llpRp
( Papar-ProgramId-Ia

IS HOT NOW, )

1

COW-T
C EQ$ 4
__ ------------------:--------------------------------------

generated

(Session_compising] [Persongresenting]

schema fragment

In addition
to the generated
schema
definition
files,
RIDL-M
provides
a
This
detailed
so-called
map report.
report
describes
the complete
crossdirections)
reference
link
(in
both
between the conceptual schema and the
relational
schema
(in
its
generated
RDBMS syntax). The map report is divided
into two parts, the forwards map and the
map.
The
forwards
backwards
map
describes how each of the binary schema
concepts
(LOTS, NOLOTS, facts,
roles,
sublinks
and constraints)
are expressed
in the relational
schema. The backwards
map tells how each of the relational
relations.
(domains,
schema
concepts
derived
constraints)
are
attributes,
from the binary schema concepts. Below
are two fragments
of the map report
schema
SQL2
associated
with
the
definition
given higher up. The first
fragment is a excerpt of the forward map
the second is a part of the
report,
backwards map report.
for
essential
report
is
The
map

CHECK( -- DependentExistence
(
( Persongresenting IS NOT NULL)
AND ( Paper-ProgramldIS NOT NULL)
p” ( Persongresenting IS NULL)
CHECK( -- Equal Existence
(
( Paper-ProgramldIS NULL)
AND ( Session-comprisingIS NULL)
OR ‘I
( Papergrogramld IS NOT NULL)
AND ( Session-comprisingIS NOT NULL)
1
1

4.3. The RIDL-M output
The relational
schema built by RIDL-M is
independent of any target DBMS, it is
called a generic relational
schema. From
this generic relational
schema a schema
relational
for
definition
(or
any
relation-like)
DBMS can be derived using
database
definition
the
specific
language of such a DBMS.
At the time of writing, RIDL-M generates
fully operational ORACLE, INGRES and DB2
schema definitions,
and a “neutral” schema
427

process
specifications
into
relational
application programs. An early productionquality prototype
of such a compiler for
query processes on the BRM, known as the
RIDL compiler (built
in 1983, IS]) has
already proven the effectiveness
of that
approach.
_____-_-_____-______---------------------------------------stmL1””
1. P”oH “Owl
Pragcur~P.pa
TO “OLOT
MLPPBD TO
SELBCT Pa*r~ProgramI*~I.
, **per-I*
PRO” Pap+=
lm”“”
, Pap.r-ProqramId
I. IS NOT “OLL
-----------------------------~------------------------------

**pm?

5. Concluding

We have described the database design
process
used
in RIDL’,
a database
engineering workbench based on the NJAM
method.
In this
method,
information
system design starts at the conceptual
level, resulting
in a (binary) conceptual
schema independent of any implementation
considerations.
Afterwards
this binary
schema is transformed
into a relational
schema.
During
this
transformation
implementation
and efficiency
aspects
may be taken into consideration
in order
to generate a (relational)
data schema
that will give the best performance in
the given application
environment. To do
this the database engineer disposes of a
number of so-called
mapping options.
Current research is concentrated
on how
to expand RIDL-M into a rule driven
system, that also has the capability
to
automatically
generate
the
database
schema that best fits a particular
application
environment.
To
achieve
this, we are currently
defining such a
set of “expert”
rules
to drive
the
transformation
process. Next, we shall
extract
the triggers
for these expert
rules from requirements
and functional
specifications
supplied by the RIDL” user.
Note that it is precisely
the way the
mapping “algorithm”
is implemented as a
programmable
sequence
of elementary
transformations
that enables us to do
this.

_____________-__________________________-------------------ID”“lIPI”R
: *oL& 0” “OWT *a*r
AND LOT Paper-r*
WPBD
TO
U”IQD”(
Paper-Id
)
0” *.pr
co”sT”lu”T
c IraY$ 14
--------------------=----=----------------------------------

fragment

1.

PACT “IT”
ROLE 0” LOT Titl.
AND no*
0” NOLOT *q-r
,
PICT "IT"
ROLB 0" MT P.,mr-Id
MD "OLS 0" "OWT
Pllll
sWLI"R
I, PRO" NOW? In"it.d_P.p.r
TO NOLO'2 P.prr
,
SWLT""
I. PRO" "OLOT Program
**pm= 10 "0Lo2 Pap.=
,
PACT "IT"
"OL!4 Of aLbmi*mion
8" Lo*-now*
Dd.
AND
NO,.” l imitt~d-at
0" "OUSE Pap.=
-__----------------.--------------------------_____-_-_----

._=.. ,

_____________-______---------------------------------------cow""
P.pr
ProgramId
I" TABL" PrograJaprr
D""Iv"i5
*on
- "OL" with
0" "OLOT
"01," of 0" WT Pap.r_ProgrmId
Program-**pm
,
"OIa of 0" LOT Pap-r-ProgramId
- "OU8
pr...nt.d
during
0" "OLOT Program
P.p.r
,
"ox,"
of 0" I.&
P.p.r-Progrurd
- "0s
prbmmtad_by
0"
"OWT Pr0qram-Pap.r
,
"oL"
et 0" LOT Papas-ProgramXd
_____________-______---------------------------------------I
__________-_--______---------------------------------------"QDUTTY
VI""
co"*:
( s"CT
P.p.r_Pr~~raxrJd
Pm" Pr0gram~P.p.r
,
is

*w&L

TO

( S"L"C1 Paps-ProgramId-1s
P-NC+4 *qar
"m""
( Pap.r_Progr.mTd-I.
,

cok.-

IS NOT WLL

I

c BPS4

D-D
&‘OMnom
Program
*.pr
I
SDBLI”K
T, PItaH “OLOT *rcqrm
*apar
*o “OWT
MD
TOT?& : ROta with
0" "OLQT Pr~qrm-Pap.=
P.pa
ProgramId
,

___________---______---------------------------------------~oram"
K&Y ~roqru
P.~F
( e.per
Proqrmd
"XP"P~"C"S
F.pw
( P.par-Frog-Id-Ia
ca”s?Mnm
c P”“Y$~10
D-D
FRO”
su”ld””
I. PRu4 “OLOT *roqru_9*p8r
_______________^____----------------------------------------

fragment

Remarks
--

,

Pap-z
Lb?

,

1
)
PO “OLOT

*.p=r

2.

A note on the implementation* --I
-__-RIDL’
as described
above has been
completely implemented (71. It runs
currently
on an Apollo workstation,
and
Common Lisp
written
in
is mostly
(RIDL-M) and Objective C (RIDL-A). It is
being used at the time of this writing
at a few industrial
locations where it
routinely
generates databases of up to
120-150
ORACLE tables (this is not a
limit).

application
programmers;
they need to
know how to translate
(high level)
process specifications
on the conceptual
schema into application
programs onto
the generated data schema and how to
interpret
the results of such application
programs (output
data, error messages,
etc.) into conceptual schema terms. This
forwards map will also play a key role
in ultimately
compiling
such high-level
428
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